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From: James Noggle
To: Timothy Rice
Date: 02/23/2007 3:49:30 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Split Samples of the Unit 1 Containment Spray Sump

Dear Tim,

I will be conducting an HP inspection + groundwater contamination review next week, so I will do my best
to provide chain of custody for the current sampling concern. I will support your sampling needs next
week.

Regards,

Jim

>>> "Timothy Rice" <tbrice@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 02/23/2007 2:59 PM >>>
Hello Jim,
We are trying to arrange to collect a split sample at the CSS for PCB's. Is NRC interested in participating
in this split, and would one of the residents be able to support the sampling effort? I will check here on
staff availability as well. (Se Pat Donahue's message below.)
Thanks,
Tim

>>> "Donahue, Patrick J" <PDonahu@enterqy.com> 2/23/07 2:10:13 PM >>>

Greg,
I am in receipt of sample containers from the NYSDOH for capturing split samples of the Unit 1
Containment Spray Sump sample point (sample point Ul -CSS).
I have spoken to GZA, who will draw the samples, and they are prepared to perform this sampling on
Tuesday 02/27/07. Given the low productivity of this well I imagine that this will be an all day affair to
capture volumes required to split amongst the three parties (assuming the NRC does in fact want a split of
this sample).
As this is a split sample it will require attendance by either the NRC or the DEC. Please let me know if the
NRC will be observing this sample on behalf of the NRC and DEC, and if Tuesday 02/27/07 is a sample
date that your schedule can support.
Best,
Patrick Donahue
Sr. HP/Chemistry Specialist
Entergy Nuclear Northeast
Indian Point Energy Center
450 Broadway, Suite 3
Buchanan, NY 10511
pdonahu@enterqy.com
(914) 736-8405 Voice
(914) 734-6247 Fax
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